
2.  
Trends in funding the United Nations

The UN and global governance: broader mandates— 
stagnant funding

Since its creation in 1945, the United Nations (UN) has been at the 
centre of global governance, with its original purpose being to maintain 
international peace and security, to develop friendly relations among na-
tions, to achieve international cooperation in solving international prob-
lems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and 
to promote and encourage respect for human rights and fundamental 
freedoms.2

Over the seven decades of its existence, the mandate of the UN has ex-
panded steadily, reflecting the substantial increase in global challenges 
and problems. Persistent environmental degradation and the damaging 
consequences of climate change, the unresolved problems of poverty, 
hunger and growing inequalities, new forms of intra- and inter-state 
conflicts, and recurring economic and financial crises have all required 
intensified multilateral action at the global level.

Governments have responded to these pressing global challenges by es-
tablishing a growing number of formal and informal institutions, partly 
within, but to a large extent external to the UN system (e.g., the G20).

Today, the global governance system around the United Nations consists 
of three concentric circles: 

»   Core: the organization of the United Nations with its main and  
subsidiary bodies.

»  Expanded: the larger UN system, encompassing the various UN 
funds and programmes (such as UNDP and UNICEF), and  
15 specialized agencies (such as WHO and UNESCO). 

»  Periphery: a rapidly growing number of “global partnerships” 
amongst public and private actors, with UN institutions being just 
one of the partners and occasionally providing administrative support 
and funding.

The system of global governance that we have today is highly compart-
mentalized and diversified, consisting of hundreds of formal and infor-
mal global institutions and a wide variety of hybrid forms of cooperation 
between public and private actors.

2 Cf. Article 1 of the Charter of the United Nations.
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In contrast to the mounting global problems faced by the UN and its 
expanding responsibilities and mandates, public funding flowing to the 
organization’s programmes, funds and specialized agencies has failed to 
keep pace. The UN has remained notoriously underfunded and has had 
to tackle repeated financial crises.

The UN has faced financial pressures since its earliest years, as Member 
States have periodically withheld assessed payments because of policy 
disputes, and have reduced their regular budget payments through a tar-
geted withholding of contributions. 

In 1956, the first major peacekeeping operation (the UN Emergency 
Force in the Sinai) set off a dispute over who should pay, since there was 
no clear precedent. 

In 1960 and thereafter, a major, controversial peacekeeping operation in 
Congo led a number of countries to withhold payments due to policy 
differences. 

In the mid-1980s, the temporary withdrawal of the United States, the 
United Kingdom and Singapore from UNESCO brought UNESCO to 
the verge of ruin—a situation that occurred again in 2011 when the USA 
announced that it would stop their regular payments to the UNESCO 
after its General Conference admitted Palestine as a full member. 

In the 1990s, the functioning of the United Nations was severely under-
mined by growing budget shortfalls. In 1995, arrears to the UN regular 
budget and the budget for peacekeeping operations rose to US$2.3 bil-
lion, with the USA by far the largest debtor to the UN regular budget.

While the financial (cash flow) situation of the UN has slightly improved 
since then, the overall funding of the UN system has remained insuffi-
cient to meet its expanded list of commitments. 

In 2013, funding of all UN system-wide activities reached US$42.6 bil-
lion. This sum includes the budgets of the UN, its programmes, funds 
and specialized agencies (with the exception of the IMF and World Bank 
Group). Operational activities for development and humanitarian assis-
tance accounted for about 63 per cent, peacekeeping operations for 18 
per cent and norm setting, policy and advocacy activities for the remain-
ing 19 per cent (see Figure 1).

While at first glance around US$40 billion per year may seem to be a 
substantial sum, in reality the overall budget of the whole UN system 
is smaller than the budget of New York City (US$68.5 bn in FY 2012–
2013), less than a quarter of the budget of the European Union (US$180 
bn in 2013), and only 2.3 per cent of the world’s military expenditures 
(US$1,747 bn in 2013). 

The structural underfunding of the UN system and its dependence on 
a limited number of donors has led the UN to search for new funding 

The UN has remained 
notoriously under-

funded.

The overall budget of 
the whole UN system is 
smaller than the budget 

of New York City.
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sources, particularly in the private and business sector. In the first de-
cades of the organization’s existence, private actors, whether companies, 
NGOs or philanthropic foundations, did not contribute financially to the 
UN—with a few notable exceptions. One particularly symbolic excep-
tion was the gift of multimillionaire John D. Rockefeller Jr. At the end 
of the 1940s, he donated US$8.5 million to purchase a piece of land on 
the banks of New York’s East River for the UN’s headquarters. Without 
this donation, the UN today would probably be located on the outskirts 
rather than in the centre of the city.

Figure 1 

Financing of UN system-wide activities 2013 

Source: UN (2015) para. 11.

By and large, however, business actors kept their distance for many years. 
This distance gave way to open animosity in 1973 when the UN es-
tablished the Centre on Transnational Corporations (UNCTC) and the 
Commission on Transnational Corporations, which critically monitored 
business activities. In the 1980s US companies and lobby groups, along 
with the Heritage Foundation, constituted the driving force behind the 
political hostility of the Reagan administration towards, and financial 
pressure on, the UN. 

The resulting crisis in the financing of the UN spurred many initiatives 
and responses. In 1993, the Ford Foundation sponsored a High-Level 
Panel, chaired by former Chairman of the US Federal Reserve, Paul 
Volcker, and former Deputy Governor for International Relations of 
the Bank of Japan, Shijuro Ogata, on “Financing an Effective United 
Nations.” The Panel concluded in its report: 

“Current proposals for additional, nongovernmental sources of  
financing are neither practical nor desirable. For now, the system 
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of assessed and voluntary contributions provides the most logical 
and appropriate means of financing the U.N., as it permits and en-
courages member governments to maintain proper control over the 
U.N.’s budget and its agenda.” 3

When Kofi Annan arrived as UN Secretary-General in January 1997, he 
took a different approach. His programme of UN reform included initia-
tives that would see the UN systematically open up to the business sector, 
whereby private actors would regularly be sought out for their financial 
and political assistance. 

In the same year 1997, the refusal of the USA to pay its regular budget 
contributions to the UN in full and on time prompted the announce-
ment of US billionaire Ted Turner that he would personally donate 
US$1 billion to the UN over a period of ten years through a US public 
charity, the United Nations Foundation (UNF) (see Chapter 3). His de-
cision marked a fundamental shift in the relationship between the United 
Nations and private funders.

In pursuit of his efforts to secure political support from the business com-
munity, the Secretary-General signed, in February 1998, the first-ever 
joint statement with the International Chamber of Commerce declaring 
that a partnership of the UN with corporations “could give new impetus 
to the pursuit of a more prosperous and peaceful world”.4 One year later, 
in January 1999 at the World Economic Forum (WEF), the Secretary-
General urged the world’s business leaders to undertake with the UN a 
“global compact of shared values and principles, which will give a human 
face to the global market”.5 This speech marked the birth of the UN 
Global Compact (see Chapter 3), which has become one of the most 
important vehicles for cooperation between the UN and the business 
sector (see Box 2). 

Box 2 

UN definition of the business sector

The Guidelines on Cooperation between the United Nations and the Business Sector, 
issued on 20 November 2009, define the business sector as: 

a) For-profit, and commercial enterprises or businesses;

b)  Business associations and coalitions (cross-industry, multi-issue groups; 
cross-industry, issue-specific initiatives; industry-focused initiatives); including 
but not limited to corporate philanthropic foundations.6

3 Cf. Independent Advisory Group on U.N. Financing (1993), p. 23.

4  Cf. Joint statement on common interests by the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the 
International Chamber of Commerce, 9 February 1998 (www.ling.uqam.ca/ato-mcd/documents/
edm-icc-1998-094.txt). 

5  Cf. UN Press Release SG/SM/6881 (1 February 1999) (www.un.org/News/Press/
docs/1999/19990201.sgsm6881.html).

6 Cf. UN (2009), p. 2. 
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Along with the changing relationship of the UN with the business sector, 
private funding for UN-related activities has grown steadily. In 2012, 
specified voluntary contributions from foundations, corporations and 
civil society to the UN system amounted to some US$2.5 billion. These 
contributions increased to about US$3.3 billion in 2013, or 14 per cent 
of all specified voluntary contributions to the UN system.7 

This trend not only was driven by the UN Secretaries-General Kofi 
Annan and Ban Ki-moon, but has also come to be strongly supported by 
some UN Member States. This happened, inter alia, in the context of the 
“partnership resolutions” of the UN General Assembly. Member States 
first addressed partnerships between the UN and private actors in the 
year 2000. This was on the initiative of the German Government, whose 
primary goal was to promote the Global Compact at the intergovern-
mental level a few weeks after its official launch on 26 July 2000. 

Since 2000, the topic of partnerships has been an established item on 
the General Assembly agenda. While the General Assembly resolutions 
“Towards Global Partnerships” between 2000 and 2003 still reflected the 
scepticism of many governments towards the concept of public-private 
partnerships and the shift in power from purely intergovernmental bod-
ies to partnerships with private actors,8 from 2005 onwards, the General 
Assembly “encouraged” the development of public-private partnerships 
in many areas of the UN, and “welcomed” innovative approaches to the 
use of partnerships to realize the United Nations’ goals and programmes.9 

This trend is also reflected in the resolution of the General Assembly ad-
opted in December 2012 on the so-called “quadrennial comprehensive 
policy review of operational activities for the development of the United 
Nations system” (QCPR). Here again the governments emphasized: “the 
importance of broadening the donor base and increasing the number 
of countries and other partners making financial contributions to the 
United Nations development system in order to reduce the reliance of 
the system on a limited number of donors […].” 10

As potential partners they mentioned in particular international financial 
institutions, civil society, the private sector and foundations.

The following chapters describe in greater detail the recent funding 
trends in the UN and the UN system, and the various forms of involve-
ment of private companies and corporate philanthropic foundations in 
UN activities. 

7 Cf. UN Doc. A/69/305, Tables 2 and 2B.

8 Cf. UN Doc. A/RES/55/215, A/RES/56/76, and A/RES/58/129.

9 Cf. UN Doc. A/RES/60/215.

10 Cf. A/RES/67/226, para. 35.
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Funding for the UN’s core activities

The organization of the United Nations, its main bodies and its 
Secretariat constitute the core of the UN system of global governance. 
The UN Secretariat carries out the day-to-day-work of the organization 
to further the global norms and standards of the UN Charter and other 
relevant conventions and treaties. Its work is currently organized under 
28 programmes. These cover a wide range of topics, such as: the survey 
of economic and social trends and problems; research and technical assis-
tance on trade and development; the mediation of international disputes 
and the administration of peacekeeping operations; international drug 
control, crime and terrorism prevention; the promotion and protection 
of human rights; and dialogues and conferences on sustainable develop-
ment. The operations of the UN are directed from its headquarters in 
New York City, its offices in Geneva, Vienna and Nairobi, and the offices 
of its regional economic commissions. 

These activities are primarily financed by the assessed (or mandatory) 
contributions of the 193 Member States that make up the regular bud-
get of the UN. For the biennium 2014–2015 Member States approved a 
budget of US$5.530 billion, or US$2.765 billion per year (see Table 1). 
By way of comparison, the budget of the US State Department alone is 
more than 15 times higher (US$46.2 bn in FY 2015).11

Table 1 

UN Regular Budget expenditures 1971–2015 (in US$ millions)

Source: Financial report and audited financial statements for the biennium ended 31 December and 
Report of the Board of Auditors. Volume 1, United Nations. Various years (www.un.org/en/ 
auditors/board/auditors-reports.shtml). For 2014–2015: UN Doc A/68/6/Add. 1.

11 Cf. www.state.gov/r/pa/pl/222843.htm. 

 Year Expen- Year Expen- Year Expen- Year Expen- 
  ditures  ditures  ditures  ditures

 1971 194 1983 731 1995 1,316 2007 2,073

 1972 208 1984 801 1996 1,266 2008 2,375

 1973 234 1985 801 1997 1,266 2009 2,375

 1974 305 1986 799 1998 1,244 2010 2,707

 1975 305 1987 799 1999 1,244 2011 2,707

 1976 393 1988 874 2000 1,280 2012 2,762

 1977 393 1989 874 2001 1,280 2013 2,762

 1978 539 1990 1,094 2002 1,482 2014 2,765

 1979 539 1991 1,094 2003 1,482 2015 2,765

 1980 666 1992 1,188 2004 1,806

 1981 666 1993 1,188 2005 1,806

 1982 731 1994 1,316 2006 2,073

The budget of the  
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Since the 1980s, Member States, led by the USA, have followed a 
 “zero-growth doctrine” for the regular budget of the UN. While the 
budget has increased slowly over the years, it has more or less stagnated 
in real terms. 

In response to the growing gap between financial needs and available 
resources of the regular budget, voluntary contributions from individual 
governments and other donors have been increasingly used as a second-
ary income source for the UN. 

While the activities of most UN funds and programmes like UNDP and 
UNICEF are financed completely by voluntary contributions, a growing 
share of the core activities of the UN Secretariat is now also dependent 
on non-assessed, that is, voluntary, contributions. These voluntary con-
tributions finance not only technical cooperation activities, but also an 
enormous total of 170 general trust funds in all areas of the UN’s work.

The establishment of trust funds for special purposes is not a new phe-
nomenon. The UN Joint Inspection Unit ( JIU) already emphasized the 
“rapidly increasing number of trust funds” in a special report 1972.12 As 
one of the main reasons for the use of trust funds the JIU report stated:

“[…] many of the larger contributors to the United Nations were 
not happy with the prospect of putting up large sums for operations 
under an arrangement where each member country had one vote, 
and thus favoured separate operations-oriented organizations 
financed by voluntary contributions in order to avoid situations 
where they would be bound by General Assembly votes for 
 development.” 13

While the number of trust funds has decreased over the last decade (in 
2001 the UN listed 205 general trust funds), the financial volume of 
the funds has grown significantly. In the biennium 2012–2013 general 
trust funds spent a total of US$2.650 billion; ten years earlier the overall 
amount was only US$678 million. This represents an increase of nearly 
300 per cent (see Table 2). Moreover, while in 2002–2003 expenditures 
for technical cooperation activities and general trust funds were 33 per 
cent of the regular budget, by 2012–2013 their volume increased to rep-
resent 55 per cent.

The large majority of these voluntary contributions to trust funds sup-
port humanitarian or relief assistance activities of the UN (see Figure 
2). By far the largest funds in 2012–2013 were the Central Emergency 
Response Fund (US$997.5 mn) and the Trust Fund for Disaster Relief 
(US$687.9 mn).14 However, voluntary trust fund contributions support 
all the other areas of work of the UN; for instance, through the Trust 

12 Cf. Macy (1972), p. 1.

13 Ibid.

14 Cf. UN Doc. A/69/5, p. 95.
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Fund for the Support to the Activities of the Centre for Human Rights 
(US$201 mn), and a broad variety of “micro-funds” such as the United 
Nations Voluntary Fund on Disability (US$244,748), or the Trust Fund 
for the Repertory of Practice of United Nations Organs (US$12,867). 

Table 2 

UN expenditures (all funds) 2002–2013 (in US$ thousands)

 2002–2003 2,964,580 308,279 678,097 455,909 4,406,865

 2004–2005 3,612,216 277,217 928,447 1,042,403 5,860,283

 2006–2007 4,146,278 312,865 1,790,443 594,979 6,844,565

 2008–2009 4,749,421 366,464 2,192,714 1,966,435 9,275,034

 2010–2011 5,414,152 386,610 2,554,833 2,278,885 10,634,480

 2012–2013 5,524,859 390,607 2,649,990 2,065,602 10,631,058

Sources: Financial report and audited financial statements for the biennium ended 31 December 
and Report of the Board of Auditors. Volume 1, United Nations. Various years  
(www.un.org/en/auditors/board/auditors-reports.shtml).

Year  
(biennium)

General Fund 
(regular 
budget)

Technical 
cooperation 

activities

General  
trust funds

Other 
funds

Sum

Sources: UN Doc. A/69/5 (Vol. I), p. 96 ; UN Doc. A/67/5 (Vol. I), p. 70 ; A/65/5 (Vol. I), p. 119 ; A/63/5 (Vol I.), p. 7.

Figure 2 

United Nations general trust funds expenditure by field of activity  
(in US$ millions)
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Traditionally, contributions to the UN trust funds have come mainly 
from individual Member States and governmental agencies. Yet in recent 
years, the trust funds have been used more frequently to channel private 
money into the UN. Detailed information about these flows, the donors 
and their donations, are not publicly available on the UN website. The 
UN does not systematically disclose comprehensive data on these private 
flows. 

However, according to the Schedule of Individual Trust Funds for the 
biennium 2012–2013, 35 general trust funds of the UN received contri-
butions from about 40 non-state donors (see Table 3).15 Donations came 
from foundations, associations, research institutes, a few private com-
panies and UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon himself (US$100,000 
for the Trust Fund in Support of Political Affairs). The overall sum of 
these donations was US$101 million. Most of these contributions were 
relatively small, with only very few exceeding US$1 million. Among 
the latter was a donation of US$1.2 million from the German car 
company BMW to the Trust Fund for the Alliance of Civilizations. 

By far the largest contribution came from the UN Foundation, which 
gave US$92.5 million to the United Nations Fund for International 
Partnerships (UNFIP) (see Chapter 3). Much smaller but politically 
significant was a US$2 million contribution by the Global Compact 
Foundation to the Global Compact (see Chapter 3). The UN Foundation 
and UNFIP as its interface within the UN, as well as the Global Compact 
and its respective Foundation, have been in the forefront of opening up 
the UN to private and particularly corporate money and influence. 

15  Cf. UN (2014a). Donations from non-state institutions and actors are listed under “public  
donations”.
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Office of Space  
Commercialization

Austrian Research 
Promotion Agency

European Space Agency 

International Astronautical 
Federation

China Manned Space  
Engineering Office

Japan Aerospace 
Exploration Agency

NASA 

Carnegie Corporation

Ban Ki-moon

OPEC Fund

Nippon Foundation Of 
Japan

The Ford Foundation

 

Associacao do Sanatorio 
Sirio

Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung – 
Politischer Club

Helvetas

 
MacArthur Foundation

 

Foundation for the Global 
Compact

Global Forum on Human 
Settlements

BMW Group

Christensen Fund

International Road 
Transport Union

 
Education Above All 

Trust Fund for the United Nations Programme on Space 
Applications

Trust Fund for the United Nations Programme on Space 
Applications

Trust Fund for the United Nations Programme on Space 
Applications

Trust Fund for the United Nations Programme on Space 
Applications

Trust Fund for the United Nations Programme on Space 
Applications

Trust Fund for the United Nations Programme on Space 
Applications

Trust Fund for the United Nations Programme on Space 
Applications

Trust Fund for Global and Regional Disarmament Activities

Trust Fund in Support of Political Affairs

Trust Fund in Support of Political Affairs

Trust Fund in Support of the United Nations Register of Damage

Trust Fund for the Office of Legal Affairs to Support the 
Promotion of International Law

United Nations Research Institute for Social Development

Trust Fund for Support of Activities of the Centre for Human 
Rights

Trust Fund for Partnerships

United Nations Research Institute for Social Development 

United Nations Research Institute for Social Development

 
Trust Fund for the ECE Study on Long-Term European Timber 
Trends and Prospects

Trust Fund for Population and Development

Trust Fund in Support of the Office of the President of the  
General Assembly

Trust Fund for the Follow-up to the World Summit for Social 
Development

Global Compact Trust Fund

Trust Fund for the Follow-up to the World Summit for Social 
Development

Trust Fund for Alliance of Civilizations

Trust Fund on Indigenous Issues

Trust Fund for the Support of Activities Related to the  
Preparation and Organisation of the International Ministerial 
Meeting of Landlocked and Transit Developing Countries 

Trust Fund for Support of Activities of the Centre for Human 
Rights

 200,000

 
 189,304 

 111,288 

 79,400

 
 50,000

 
 20,000 

 20,000 

 50,000

 50,000

 100,000

 150,000

1,071,159

 
129,542

99,500

 
75,000

195,282 

40,682

 
30,653

 
316,000

37,178

 
216,000

 
2,000,000

49,978

 
1,200,000

35,595

100,000

 
 

475,244 

Donor Fund Donation  
(in US$)

Table 3 

Donations from private actors and non-state institutions  
to the General Trust Funds of the UN (2012–2013)
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Donor Fund Donation  
(in US$)

Sovereign Military Order Of  
Malta

Women’s International 
Forum

Bet Networks

Bunim-Murray Productions

Cross Media International, 
Llc

Friendship Ambassadors 
Foundation, Inc.

United Nations Federal 
Credit Union

The Rockefeller Foundation

 

 
Yonhap News Agency

 
Olympic Council of Asia

Samsung Electronics  
Company Ltd

Gwangiu Summer 
University

Korean Air

UN Foundation

China World Peace 
Foundation

Friends of the United 
Nations (FOTUN)

Landmark Ventures

Louise Blouin Foundation

Central Emergency Response Fund 

Central Emergency Response Fund 

Trust Fund For Economic and Social Information

Trust Fund For Economic and Social Information

Trust Fund For Economic and Social Information 

Trust Fund For Economic and Social Information

 
Trust Fund For Economic and Social Information

 
Trust Fund for Partnerships

Trust Fund for the Millennium Assembly and the Millennium  
Summit of the United Nations

Trust Fund to Support Global Impact and Vulnerability Alert 
System

Trust Fund for the Millennium Assembly and the Millennium  
Summit of the United Nations

Trust Fund for Sports for Development and Peace

Trust Fund for Sports for Development and Peace

 
Trust Fund for Sports for Development and Peace 

Trust Fund for Sports for Development and Peace

United Nations Fund for International Partnership (UNFIP)

Trust Fund for Partnerships 

Trust Fund for Partnerships

 
Trust Fund for Partnerships

Trust Fund for Partnerships

Total

10,000

 
5,000 

84,874

23,969

61,677 

66,802

 
20,000

 
2,000

400,000

 
200,000 

70,295

 
399,928

200,000

 
140,000 

100,000

92,538,185

30,000 

3,104

 
40,000

15,000

101,502,639

Source: UN (2013) and (2014a).


